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full bartenders are responsible for learning the different drinks that are available in their area, and
preparing them as the guests request them. they are also responsible for keeping track of what

drinks are in stock, and making sure that they are replenished before the bar runs out of stock. it is
not uncommon for a bartender to earn $10 per hour, although that number can go up to $25 per
hour. a great bartender will not only be able to get patrons to tip more, but will also be able to

establish a connection with the clientele, and in turn, make an excellent impression on their guests.
with a twist is one of the best and most reputable full bar service in singapore. we have been in the
industry since 2006 and have a vast network of bartenders in the country, allowing us to offer an
excellent quality of service for our clients at affordable prices. we offer services to many different
types of events ranging from birthday parties, anniversaries, weddings, and more. with a twist has

been operating for the past 17 years in the singapore’s hospitality industry. we have a team of
professional bartenders who can provide the best bartending service to your event, with well-trained,
certified and insured staff. we provide a wide range of bar services from full bar, half bar, mobile bar,

mobile bar service, bar rental and mobile bar rental. bartenders have a lot of different duties to
perform. bartenders are expected to be able to handle any type of event, from small parties to large
ones, and are also expected to know the difference between a bar and a lounge. bartenders can also

interact with the guests and lead them through the party, or they can go to the lounge for
socializing.
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theres a reason you didnt
see them on menus at
bars and restaurants.

when it comes to serving
cocktails, there arent

many places in america
where youll find one

option but two sizes of it.
youll have the option of
the classic cocktail - the
long drink with a specific
mix of liquor and mixer -
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or a drink that is poured in
a small portion at the

same time in a shot glass
or even in a fountain drink

glass. there are a lot of
different reasons that
cocktails come in two

sizes but they have to do
with different mixing

methods. cocktails that
are mixed in a classic style
using the shaker with ice

are considered long
drinks. they have a shot
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glass in them to help the
bartender know if the

drink is ready to serve.
cocktails that are mixed in

a shaken style are
considered short drinks.

they have an empty glass
in them to keep the ice in
the glass from melting.

the term shot refers to a
smaller portion of a long

drink - like a beer, wine or
even a shot of liquor. one

of the factors that
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bartenders will think about
when choosing a catering
partner is whether or not
they will be able to move
to them in a pinch. in that
case, a bartending service
is a great option because
you can always have your
bartender deliver a drink

at the last minute if a
guest orders one. as long

as youve paid your
bartender in full and are

not under any sort of
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deadline for the party,
theyll be happy to come
back to work for you. this

is an area where the
service really shines. from

a service standpoint,
theres a reason that many

wedding couples prefer
their bartenders and

waitstaff to not be on the
floor. the service staff

really is the secret sauce
for any restaurant. they

keep the guests
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entertained, they clean
the tables, they help the
cooks, and they keep the
bar stocked. many bars

would go out of business if
they didnt have that team

of people working for
them. 5ec8ef588b
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